Assembling the cart
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1. Attaching the rear wheels. The rear wheels can be adjusted to one of 3 positions. To adjust the
wheel setting there is a button near the axle. Press this button while sliding the steel bar to each
position.
a. Engaged see fig 1a (normal operating position)
b. Freewheel see fig 1b (this allows the cart to be pushed easily)
c. Removable see fig 1c (to remove wheels from cart)
(Fig 1a)
Wheel Engaged.

Steel bar in central
position. Note hole at one
end to help identify setting.

Button to press while
adjusting setting

Ensure that axle has flattened side in line with steel bar when adjusting settings.

(Fig 1b) Freewheel

(Fig 1c) Removeable

2. Batteries The batteries need to be charged and it is best to leave them on the charger when the
cart is not in use, as very little power is used once the batteries are fully charged. Connecting the
batteries to the cart. Place the batteries so that the arrows point to the front, and the
connectors are close to the center of the cart. (if the arrows are no longer visible then the black
square connector on one of the batteries should be at the back of the cart). Then connect black
to black and red to red at the back. Conect red to black at the front. Placing the batteries in the
center or slightly forward helps with the center of gravity.
Black square connectors
Red wire to red wire connection

Red wire to black connection
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3. Bag holder, Battery cover, Seat and umberella holder. Connection of these items is obvious.
These carts usually last for several years when looked after, so a little care would be appreciated
when storing the items.
4. Steering arm lock. The front arm folds down by losening the nut near the front wheel and pulling
the nut up, see fig 4a. Do the reverse when assembling.
(fig 4a) Steering arm lock

Slide up to enable arm to fold down

5. Reset key. The reset key simply resets the electrical components of the cart.This key usually
remains plugged in to the Steering handle so there is no need to unplug, however in the unlikely
case that the cart wont start, removing and re-inserting this key often fixes any glitches.
(Fig 5a) Reset key

Re insert to reset.

6. Charging batteries. The mode button on the chargers has been disabled and settings fixed at
AGM. Just plug in and connect red to red and black to black
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